DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WEBINARS

Abuse in Later Life: Responses, Resources, Collaborations

April 11, 2012 This webinar covers abuse in later life as a subset of elder abuse, services available to victims of domestic violence and sexual assault in later life, and identifying potential new community partners for collaboration and referral.

Advocacy and Lobbying: How to make it work for your program

February 8, 2012 This webinar covers tools and practices for success in advocacy and lobbying including, using client stories and media effectively, limitations on lobbying with federal funds, and tips on how to engage in a successful dialogue with [...] 

The Role of Undue Influence in Elder Abuse

This webinar covers the topics of Intervention perspectives, victim and perpetrator characteristics, tactics and process, capacity and consent, legal remedies, case realities, identification and investigation and resources.

Screening for Consumer Issues: A Tool for Domestic Violence Advocates and Attorneys

This webinar discusses spotting issues and common consumer rights issues for survivors of domestic violence.

Credit Reporting and Repair for Domestic Violence Survivors

Credit reporting considerations for domestic violence survivors, Federal Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) protections, improving/building a credit history, and identity theft by the abuser.
Federal Tax Advocacy for Domestic Violence Survivors
Webinar

This webinar discusses the process of different types of filing for spouses as well as possible strategies for abused spouses.